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This paper was approved by the CJLS on March 21, 1990, by a vote of thirteen in 
favor, four opposed, and one abstention ( 13-4-1 ). The names of the voting mem
bers were not recorded. 

The question has been raised as to whether calling rishon, sheni, shlishi 
may be substituted in place of calling kohen, levi, yisrael for the first three 
aliyot to the Torah. 

A survey of the various sources dealing with this issue reveals that there 
is disagreement as to whether calling a kohen first is Nn",,N17:) (from the 
Torah) or Jl:l,17:) (from the Rabbis). 

In order to understand the reason for calling a kohen first, we must 
turn to Mishnah Gittin 1 which states: 

7N,lV' ,,,nN, ,,, ,,,nN, l,lVN, N,,i' lil:l C,7tv ':1,1 'ltl?:) ,,?:)N C',:J1 ,,N 
.c,7tv ':l,, 'ltl?:) 

"The following rules were implemented in the interests of peace. A 
kohen is called up first and after him a levi and after him a yisrael." 

This source implies that calling up a kohen first is a mpn, i.e. it is Jl:l,1. 
The rabbis explain that they instituted this rule to prevent fighting 
among the worshipers, all of whom would want to be called up first. 
Nowhere does this source indicate that calling a kohen first is a Biblical 
requirement. 

Sources Claiming Nn",,N,~ 
A different perspective is presented in the Bavli2 which quotes a number 
of biblical verses to try to prove that the calling up of a kohen is Nn",,17:). 
The Bavli finally states: 

The Committee on Jewish Law and Standards of the Rabbinical Assembly provides 
guidance in matters of halakhah for the Conservative movement. The individual rabbi, 
however, is the authority for the interpretation and application of all matters of halakhah. 
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T,tv~, ,,::~,, T,tv~, mnD7 iltv,1p:Jtv ,:J, 7~7 ,ntv1p, 7~l7~tv' '::!, '::11 ~ln 
7"~ ~'il ~n,,,~, c,7tv ,~,, 'lD~ ~o,, ::~,7 "::!~ 7"~ T,tv~, ill~ ,,~,,, 
~7~ ... ~'il c,7tv ,~,, 'lD~ '~l il7,~ il,,nil 7~ c,7tv ,~,, 'lD~, ~n,,,~, 
m~~ ,,,,tv '~' ,~ ,::~,7 ,,:J~ p,7n7 ~:J c~, ... ~'ln1 ,~,~7 "::!~ ,~~ 
,n~1 ~7 l"~il:J:J 7::~~ il1,l'O:J ~7~ utv ~7 il7l7 ,~ ,~~, ,,,:J mtv,il 

.",~l'~' 
A Tana of the school of Rabbi Ishmael taught: ·,ntv1p, in every 
matter involving sanctification: to open proceedings first, to say 
grace first, and to choose his portion first. Abaye said to Rabbi 
Joseph: Is this ru1e only in the interests of peace? Isn't it biblically 
derived? He answered: It is biblically derived but it is also in the 
interests of peace. But the whole Torah is in the interests of 
peace? ... No, said Abaye: it is in accordance with the Master, as it 
has been taught: . . . but if he wishes to honor his teacher or a 
superior he may do so. Commenting on this, the Master said: this 
applies only in the case of a meal, but not in the synagogue, for it 
may lead to quarreling. 

RashP explains the Mishnah based upon the Bavli as follows: The 
kohen reads first as it is written in the Torah (,ntv1p,), and the kohen can 
not forgo his honor and change the order because of the mpn of'::!,, 'lD~ 
c,7tv (in the interests of peace). According to Rashi the procedure of 
calling the kohen first is ~n,,,~,. 

Rabbi Moses ben Jacob of Couey states that this procedure is am~~ 
iltv.l7.4 The Rambam simply states: 

57~,tv' ,,,n~, ,,, ,,,n~, T,tv~, ,,i' Til~ ,,~~ il~',i', il~',i' 7~::~ 

On every occasion, a Kohen reads first, after him a Levi and after 
him a Israelite and the Shu/ban Arukh follows suit.6 The Tur7 says 
the same thing, but adds: 

p,D:J P'O,,,~ ,,~, T'tv~, ~,,i' Til~ c,7tv ,~,, c,,~ ,,~~tv C',:J1 ,,~ 
T'i'T'lil 

These are matters that were ordained in the intersts of peace ... Rabbi 
Meir of Rothenburg8 accepts Rashi's point of view, but adds that once 
the kohen forgoes his honor it is no longer ~n,,,~,~ but rather p::1,1~. 

Sources Claiming Tl:l,,~ 
The Yerushalmi9 understands that there is disagreement as to whether 
this procedure is ~n,,,~,~ or p::1,1~. 

Tosafot and Tosafot Harosh say explicitly that the verses are an 
~n~~o~: 
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T,tv~, 1,::1;, T,tv~, mnD7 iltv,1p:Jtv ,:J, 7:~7 ,ntv1p, P'tv,,, l"l.'~, 
10• 1":J:J m:Jl7 ;,:~, T'~, T'tv, ilD' m~ ;,u,7 ,~:~ ~'il ~~7l7:J ~n:~~o~ 

Even though we interpret the verse ·,ntv1p, in every matter of 
sanctification, to open proceedings first and to say grace first, it is 
only an ~n:~~o~, just as is the case with to choose his portion first, 
for he cannot collect it in court. 

According to the Yad David 11 this procedure is indeed an Amoraic one: 

'tv,, ~;, ,~,,~~ 1il ':l , T~:l:J C'~,,~~il ?tv np,;n~ ~,il ':l il~,) C)~~, 
P'tv,,, '~~7 ,,,U~'~ ,ntv1p, ~~7l7:J ~n:~~o~ p, ~,;,, 7"o , ,ntv1p,~ 
~~l.'U '~~ :1"7~1 ':lil 7"~ '~1,,::1, ,,)D1 il~, ~7 C~lV (:J ,n"D) ClV m~:J':J 

.~)',n~ 'j',OD~ i17 ~j'D)1 ,~,,~~ 1)i11 

And indeed it seems that we have here an Amoraic disagreement, for 
those Amoraim who do not interpret it from ·,ntv1p,', are of the 
opinion that this interpretation is only an ·~n:~~o~' and ·,ntv1p,' is 
necessary for that which we interpret in Yevamot (88b) 'if he refused, 
he is to be compelled,' and it definitely must be so, for if it were not 
so, what is the reasoning of those Amoraim who derive it from 
another verse. 

The Rivash makes this most explicit statement: 

12.lm~ ~7~ U'~ m,tv~,:J il,,n:J ~,,p; T'7,l7tv il~, 

"And the fact that they are called up first is nothing but a custom." 

In his commentary to the Mishnah, the Rambam writes: 

'D7 7~,tv'7, ,,, C1,p lil:lillV iln 1'l~lV ,~:l i17:Jj':J U7 ~:ltv il~ 'D7 ... 
mnD7 iltv,1p:Jtv ,:J, 7:~:J i17:Jp:J ~:J, 'U 1'i17~ en? n~ ':l ,ntv1p, ,~~)tv 

13• T,tv~, ilD' m~ ;,u,;, T,tv~, 1,::1;, T,tv, 

... according to that which we have received by tradition, as I will 
elaborate, the fact that the kohen precedes the levi and the yisrael is 
based on the verse 'and you shall sanctify him since he offers the 
food of your God ... ,' and we have received it as a tradition that in 
all matters of sanctification to open proceedings, to say grace first 
and to choose his portion first. 

According to the Rambam, the law existed by virtue of tradition, and 
the verse is merely a support for an already accepted tradition, but it is 
not the source for the law. 
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Analysis: Nn",,N, or Tl:l,, 
As we can see, there is significant disagreement as to whether the calling 
of a kohen first is Nn",,N,~ p::!,,~, and this disagreement is stated clearly 
in the Arukh HaShull:).an. 14 

There would seem to be sufficient reason to follow those Amoraim and 
Poskim who view this procedure as p::!,,~ for the following reasons: 

1. The Mishnah clearly says that it is c,71V ':l,, 'ltl~ (in the interests of 
peace) which is not a case of Nn",,N1. In fact, Rashi, in his commentary 
to the Mishnah in Gittin, calls this a p::!,, Nnlpn (rabbinic enactment). 15 

Rashi and all the others who claim that it is Nn",,N,~ based on the verse 
,nll.'1j:', "santifty him", force the question of ,,,:J:l 731 7n~1V Jil:l (a kohen 
foregoing his honor) into the Mishnah. In fact, if we accept Rashi's 
interpretation, then ,tlOil T~ ,on ,j:''31il (the main item is missing), since 
the question of a kohen forgoing his honor, is not mentioned in the 
Mishnah. 

2. If the midrash illl.',1j:':J ,:J, 7:~7 ,nll.'1j:', was the only application of the 
verse, then a case could be made for considering the law as Nn",,N1. 
However since this verse is used to derive other laws as well16 it is clear 
that the Ull.'tl is not identical to this midrash. Therefore, the midrash does 
not have the status of Nn",,N1Y 

3. Since there are several authorities who clearly say that the verse is 
only an Nn:l~ON, and others who do not use the term Nn",,N, when 
quoting the law, and still others, who quote the law with the explanation 
of c,71V ':l,, 'ltl~ (in the interest of peace) there seems to be significant 
support for the position that this practice is not Nn",,N,~, but rather 
p::!,,~. 

4. Throughout the ages various cases have been discussed in which 
someone other than a kohen has been called first: 

a) 18.'lil:l:J ,,P Nl,il :J, 
"Rav Huna read in the kohen position." 

b) 19.:J"n p illl.'31 N7 C1,j:' n"n il"31 Jil:lil CN 
"If the kohen is not learned, a scholar precedes him. If he does 

not act accordingly, he is guilty." 
c) Or in a case where the only kohen could not read and the Rashba 

was asked if a yisrael could read and he answered: 

1N'il m,p7 31,,, U'NlV P':l ::!","~, ,,N,, ,m~w en C'U,ll.'tl ,7N C',:J1 
1~ N7N ,,31 N7, n7u::~7 ,,:J~ ,,nw ,7 ,,oN il:J,,N N,p,, m,nn 731 ,,:J, 

20• ,7 c1,p c:~n 7N,1V' c:~n ,l'Nll.' Jil:l T'1il 

This matter is simple. It is permissible and proper and obligatory. 
Since he does not know how to read, how can he recite the blessings 
for the Torah and then read? On the contrary, he is forbidden, for he 
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is reciting a blessing in vain. And furthermore, according to the law 
a kohen who is not learned is preceded by a yisrael. 

c) An interesting case is the following: 

ON n'WN1:J:J i,n;, n7nnil:J J1WN1 N1j7'11) '~ n131~:J n1)j77 lilmil CN1 
Jil:lil i1~1 N7 'N 031~1 nC):Jil n':J~ N~1'1 111:J:J 731 Jil:lil 7n1~ 7N111)' m1p 
N7W '1:J nC):Jil n':J~ nN~7 J1~7Wi1 '"31 n1~:J7 1n1~ nC):Jil n':J~ nN~7 
N1j7' N~' N7 17'~N1 :Jn:J l"il):J 011):::11 ••• i111n 11:J:J1 lm~il 7~:Jn' 

21• 7N1W'i1 

Where there exists a custom that one can purchase the first aliyah 
when the book of Bereshit is begun, if a yisrael buys it, then the 
kohen forgoes his honor and leaves the synagogue. One time it 
happened that the kohen refused to leave. It is permissible to call the 
local authorities to force him to leave so that the custom and the 
honor of the Torah are not abolished. . . Quoting the Kneset 
HaGedolah, he wrote that even if the kohen does not leave, the 
yisrael should read. 

d) The author of the Arukh HaShull;tan laments the fact that kohanim 
were not called up first: 

C')il:Jil 731 T'"'"W~ T'NP Cil')':J nn~cn n~w~m1 m1n '):J C)'NW nn31 W'1 
C'WP:J~ T'N 0:11 C')iln n~:> ow W'W ~N rnn c1p~:1 7N1W' C'N11p1 77::> 
1:J1i1 il'il ~31~:J1 p n1W317 N7W 17:Jj711) 131 Ci1'731 'nn11~1 ••• cn7'n~ 

22.Ci1'~'31:J N7~7 

There are communities today that are not learned and the disease 
has spread among them that they pay no attention at all to the 
kohanim, and call a yisrael instead of the kohen even though there 
are a number of kohanim present. They also do not ask the kohanim 
to forgo their honor ... I shouted at them until they agreed not to do 
this anymore, and this matter was almost amazing to them. 

e) Or the following: 

23.1)i1 7::>7 Jil:lil 0'1j7i17 1'W:J31 T'1i1T) T'N n~7 31"~1 

"The matter needs investigation- why aren't they careful today to give 
precedence to the kohen." 

If the practice of calling a kohen first was Nn"11N1~, all these varying 
customs and explanations would not have developed; but rather the 
opinion of Rav Amram would have prevailed: 

N'll)) N1i1 ''~N il'~j7 '1j7'~7 7N1W'7 n1W1 i1'7 n'7 Jil:l N:J'N1 N:J'il 7::> 
24.n"n 7N1W'7 C11j7 i1"31 Cil:J ''~N1 'N)11~) :::11 :J":J1 7N111)':J11) 
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Wherever there is a kohen present a yisrael cannot be called before 
him, even if he is a Prince in Israel. Rav Natronai wrote similarly 
that a non-learned kohen precedes a yisrael who is a scholar. 

The fact is that this opinion did not prevail. And the very variety of 
sources and explanations cited above, would seem to indicate that the 
practice is not Nn",,N,~ but rather p::!,1~. 

CONCLUSION 
The procedure is p::1,1~. The rationale for the procedure is o,7w ':J,, ')£>~ 
- (in the interest of peace) a concept which is historically and 
sociologically impacted. Therefore, as historical and sociological realities 
change, so must our application of o,7w ':J,, ')£>~. 
Today all kohanim are O')il:J j7£lC npTn:J (considered doubtful Kohanim). 
The Rambam says: 

'£> 737 m,n:J7 ,mN 1'737~ T37N, T~N) ,)'N ')N rn=> ,~N, mn T~T:J N:JW '~ 
25 .',:J, T,WN, n,,n:J N,p, N7, ,~:ll37 

If someone approaches us today and says I am kohen, he is not to be 
believed, and he is not elevated to the kehunah on the basis of his 
own testimony, nor should he read first from the Torah. 

Since "authenticity" in the matter of m,il:J is questionable and not 
totally reliable, it would seem more consistent with the concept of ')£>~ 
o,7w ':J,, (in the interests of peace) as it applies to a voluntary honor (not 
an obligation) to consider all recipients of aliyot on equal footing, rather 
than maintaining a hierarchy, based on questionable personal status. 

o,7w ':J,, ')£>~ is a sociological norm and as such it changes with time 
and circumstances. In certain congregations and situations the limita
tions and restrictions created by maintaining the kohen, levi, yisrael 
procedure, rather than maintaining o,7w ':J,,, tend to interfere with 
them. Where a rabbi feels that a congregation or service would be better 
served by calling people up to the Torah as rishon, sheni, shlishi, it is 
entirely permissible to do so. This system allows any congregant who 
may normally be granted an aliyah at the service, to be honored with any 
of the aliyot during the service. 
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